T he calculus of generating functions, discovered by L aplace, was, as is well known, highly instrum ental in calling th e attention of m athem aticians to the analogy which exists between differentials and powers. This analogy was perceived a t length to involve an essential identity, and several analysts devoted themselves to th e improve m ent of the new methods of calculation which were thus called into existence. F or a long tim e the modes of combination assumed to exist between different classes o f symbols were those of ordinary a lg eb ra; and this sufficed for investigations respecting functions of differential coefficients and constants, and consequently for the integration of linear differential equations, w ith constant coefficients. T he laws of com bination of ordinary algebraical symbols may be divided into the comm utative and distributive la w s; and the num ber of symbols in the higher branches of m athem atics, w hich are commutative with respect to one another, is very small. I t became then necessary to invent an algebra of non-commutative symbols. This im portant step was effected by Professor B oole, for certain classes of symbols, in his well-known and beautiful m em oir published in the Transactions of this Society for the year 1844, and the object of th e paper which I have now the honour to lay before the Society is to perfect and develope th e methods there employed.
Section I . On the Principles o f Symbolical Algebra.
L et (e) and (V) be two functional symbols combining according to th e law §w / i » where (u) is the subject. W e shall suppose th roughout this paper th a t Let P, Q, and R be three functions of (rr)and (g ject is equivalent to R acting on the same subject, or P Q = R . W e shall say th a t P externally m ultiplies Q, and is an external factor of R. In like m anner we shall say th at Q internally m ultiplies P , and is an internal factor of R . W e shall also say th a t R is externally divisible by P , internally by Q. W e easily see the tru th of the following symbolical equations depending on th e laws of combination assumed above:-(ga7TP)(ga7rb)u = a(7T + ( §' V 5) ( § V 6) -% =:gac"a(fl'-a y~bU.
^-y / W e shall commence with instances of symbolical m ultiplication and division, when the m ultipliers and divisors are monomials.
The following is an instance of external m u ltip lic a tio n :-
-f x2) = + 2 ) + §2(?r2 + 7r) + §7T3 ;
the following is an instance of internal m u ltip lic atio n :-(2g2 -3 §7T24" ('r2+ 7r)) §7T2 = 2 §37T 2 -3g2(7T2 -f-7t)2 + £7T2(7T -j-1)(tT -j-2) J the following of external division:-(gV)"1(g4(w'-|-2 j-2 §37r(7r+1)4-3g27r3) = § 2-2 §x4-3tt2 ;
the following of internal division:-% 2(7r24_'r) 4~ §^(^4" l ) 2)( §,r)~1 - §24" w*.
W e shall now consider cases where the m ultipliers and divisors are polynomials.
The following are instances of external m u ltip licatio n :- §4~7 1 * g--7T
g24- §7T -g(?T 4-1)-ft*2 f - § -7T 2 §7T2 -(tt4-1)
£7T -7T2
<j>\7r 4~ 1)tt2 -gTr(7r 4-1) ________ -g(**4-l)V 24-7T2(7r4-l) g2(7r4-l)7r2-^(7r4-r)(7r24-7r4-l)4-7r2(7r4-l).
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The following are instances of internal m ultiplication:-
£3r2-(" T-J-l)
£3" -tf*2 g> 2(cr-f-1) V -^ot(t + 2 )
-£>5r4 4 -t 2(t + 1 ) 2( 5 r + l ) V -g> , r(w3+T-4-2)-|-5r2( T + l ) .
The results of the four last examples may be w ritten th u s :-(e +^X f-5r) = f 2+ f ""( put2-(T + l))(f5 r-<r2)=(g'2(5r2+^') -g>(<r2-^r+2)-H ,r)cT, (^r+ l).
I shall now give some examples of external division, the divisor being a polynomial. 
The results of the four last examples may be w ritten th u s : I now come to two propositions of great importance. First, to determine the condition th at g^M +^o M shall divide the symbolical function
where the symbolical quotient is 1) . ra-2
The required condition is found by equating the remainder to z ero ; and we havê
Where g^M + 'W * ') is an internal factor of f<pn( * )+ f~1<Pn-i(' r)+ &c. +<p0(ir).
Hence we see how we may resolve the symbolical function g n < P n (* )+ f~l< P n-1 M + f ~V»-2M + ..........W + < P o (**)
into factors in all possible cases.
yf/fa) = A, +^1^+ C1sr2+&C., and substitute in the above equation, and equate the resulting coefficients of ir to zero.
W e shall thus be furnished with equations for determining the values of A0, B0, &c., A" B" &c. in all cases in which the above symbolical function is capable of resolution. W e thus obtain the values of and of the symbolical quotient. W e next ascertain if the symbolical quotient admits of an internal factor, and repeating the pro cess we at length resolve the above symbolical function into factors of the form
To determine the condition th a t shall divide the symbolical function + &c*+ §<Pi(*)+ <PoM externally without a remainder,
where the symbolical quotient is
The required condition is found by equating the remainder to zero: whence we have
(*)4'i(*'+l)4'i(* + 2)...4q(» + »-1)™' '
In the next investigation we shall suppose the symbolical function arranged in powers of (sr) instead of powers of (g>). To determine the condition that 4'i(f)?r "H' 4/o(f) maY be an internal factor of the symbolical function
W e easily see th a t H ence we shall have
vap ( H ad we wished to ascertain the condition th at may he an internal factor of f K 4+ <P3(f V 3+ <P2(f V + i( § K + <Po(? )» we must have calculated the value of 7r3<p( §). I t is evident th a t for every increase in the degree of the highest power of (V), the labour of the investigation becomes immensely greater, and the result far more complicated. I t is, however, of considerable utility in the integration of differential equations, and we shall refer to it again at the close of this paper.
I shall now give some Since to n factors, we have Section II. On some General Theorems. I now come to the theorems respecting expansion, which I m entioned in the begin ning of the paper as analogous to the binomial and m ultinom ial theorems in ordinary algebra.
To expand ( §2+ £ $ M )n *n powers of x, where @ (7r) is a function of (it), and (n) is a positive integer.
Let us assume (g2+ §5(7r))M =<pi0)( §) + ^1)( §).7r+<pi2)(g)7r2+ & c ., where . 
B<'i,= B « + B ® 0 (2 » -l)+ A < 'V (2 r a -l);
B£'> = 2(^(2»-1 )2^(2 » ))+ 20'(2»j-1)20(2»)).
H ence we shall have '20'(2n) fn-l+('2O(2n--l)'2d,(2n)+'20(2n--l) can always be obtained in finite terms, as manifestly ought to be the case.
In like m anner we shall have ( e + b w ) "= f + 2 f l ( « ) §" -s
and also The same methods of course will apply to all binomials included under the form (fl*+g*0(T))". I have found th at there is no difficulty in calculating the forms of the coefficients, beyond the labour expended in perform ing the finite integrations.
+S(fl(2»-3)23(2»))g2"-6+2{i9(2»-6)2(S(2«-3)2fl(2M )
To determine that part of the expansion of (g*+ga" 10j(*')-f-g*"2fl2M-bga"30s(*')4-&c.)* which is independent of sr.
Let us assume
where «> Sf,(? )= « " + A ? > g" -,=+A<»?' xw -24 -A £ y w -3-f . . . and <P"(tt), See. are rational and entire functions of (71-).
Suppose th at by using the methods explained in this paper, we are able to reduce this equation to the form The only divisor of (ir-l ) 2 is tt-1, the divisors of + + + 1 ) are 7r and 7r+l; and by trial it is found that the divisor §(tt-1 ) + ( tt+ 1) satisfies the criterion, and is therefore an internal factor. Hence, effecting the internal division, ( §(tt-2)+ 7 r)( §(7 r -l) + ( 7 r + l) )^i= X^r and the differential equation becomes (g(x-2) + 7r)(g(7T-l ) + (7T+l))( §7r + (7r-l))^ = Xd7, or Hence, performing the inverse calculations, we find for the complete in teg ral; 
